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Gradys Continue to Check All the Boxes
When Ernie Felici set out to purchase his first family boat, he did so with safety and quality at the top of his list.
Because their boating enjoyment would include his young children and a tricky inlet, safety logically took the
lead. However, through his work and life experiences, he recognized that quality was equally important and
played a crucial role in the safety aspect too. Happily, he found a boat that fit the bill on both accounts when he
purchased his first Grady-White in the spring of 1998.
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A New Level of Control

A Little Prep Goes a Long Way

Eric Sorensen demonstrates the many benefits of
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Delivering the Best of Both Worlds
Two words are synonymous with Grady-White Boats: rugged and luxurious. Seamlessly blending the two
together is what consistently delivers the ultimate boating experience that Grady-White is renowned for. While
there are many aspects that enhance a Grady’s performance, such as the highly acclaimed SeaV2® hull design,
seating is one of the most visible. The variety of approaches that the Grady-White engineering team uses to
design seats throughout the boat–that are as durable as they are comfortable–is a testament to their
commitment to deliver comfort, longevity, and maximum versatility.
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Contest Winners' Innovations
Protect the Environment

Show Us Your Grady Life
We are always excited to receive photos and
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